Virtual and augmented reality is increasingly prevalent in industrial applications, such as remote control of industrial machinery, due to recent advances in head-mounted display technologies and low-latency communications via 5G. However, the influence of augmentations and camera placement-based viewing positions on operator performance in telepresence systems remains unknown. In this paper, we investigate the joint effects of depth-aiding augmentations and viewing positions on the quality of experience for operators in augmented telepresence systems. A study was conducted with 27 non-expert participants using a real-time augmented telepresence system to perform a remote-controlled navigation and positioning task, with varied depth-aiding augmentations and viewing positions. The resulting quality of experience was analyzed via Likert opinion scales, task performance measurements, and simulator sickness evaluation. Results suggest that reducing the reliance on stereoscopic depth perception via camera placement has a significant benefit to operator performance and quality of experience. Conversely, the depth-aiding augmentations can partly mitigate the negative effects of inferior viewing positions. However the viewing-position based monoscopic and stereoscopic depth cues tend to dominate over cues based on augmentations. There is also a discrepancy between the participants' subjective opinions on augmentation helpfulness, and its observed effects on positioning task performance.
Introduction
Applications of Virtual Reality (VR) and particularly Augmented Reality (AR) are becoming increasingly important for non-entertainment applications. Driver assistance systems based on volumetric AR are developing [1, 2] and likely to appear in consumer cars in the near future. Beyond This work has been funded by the Knowledge Foundation (Grant No. 20160194 ) and the EU Regional Development Fund (Grant No. 20201888) , which are gratefully acknowledged. teleconferencing, which already benefits from VR and stereoscopic displays [3] , AR is expected to gain significant traction in various industry structures in the coming years [4] . By providing a form of telepresence and enhanced views of the world, AR and VR can improve worker safety in construction [5] , improve satellite repairs via teleoperation [6] , and expand marine and air traffic control in airports [7] and shipyards [8] .
In particular, immersive telepresence systems for vehicle operation are fast becoming a reality in industrial applications [9, 10] , thanks to the push towards 5G low-latency communications. AR is likewise gaining traction as a method for assisting operators in performing specialized tasks [5, 6] , leading to Augmented Telepresence applications for industry, in use cases like the remote operation of truck mounted forestry cranes shown in Fig. 1 . We use the term Augmented Telepresence (AT) [11] to denote applications where high-quality video-mediated communication is the enabling technology, but where additional data can be superimposed on or merged with the video as in AR. AT is similar to AR in that it tries to present additional information on top of the view seen by the user. It primarily differs from AR in that the user is present in a remote location seeing the augmented view of the location, with optional two-way audio or audio-visual communication. As such, AT is a form of immersive telepresence.
Based on the aforementioned cases and ongoing research, Head-Mounted Display (HMD) based AT has potential for improving user Quality of Experience (QoE) in industrial applications. However, if AR assistance is employed in industrial immersive telepresence systems as demonstrated in [9] , then the operator QoE and task performance may be affected by the overlap of AR and stereoscopy in unknown ways to an unknown extent. Therefore, studies are required to address the impacts of AR and stereoscopy on operator QoE.
This study focused on how depth-aiding AR affects remote positioning in immersive telepresence systems, where the task dependency on stereoscopic depth perception varies and different viewing positions are used. The individual and joint effects of these two factors-AR and stereoscopy dependence-were examined from a QoE perspective. Subjective participant opinions and task performance metrics are considered in a 27-participant study where a telepresence system is used for remote positioning tasks. The immersive telepresence system comprises realtime stereoscopic video from several stereo cameras with AR in a VR HMD. The positioning task is modelled from the problem of remote control of industrial machines such as cranes, excavators and loaders and is based on actual use of similar systems within respective industries. The industrial problem and context is replicated in a lab setting, to isolate the AR and stereoscopy factors.
An initial analysis of only the stereoscopy factor from this study was presented in [12] . Beyond that work, this paper covers the full experiment, includes analysis of the AR factor and the joint effect of AR and stereoscopy, discusses the study and related work in greater detail, and provides new results with new analysis of performance-based metrics and participant QoE, both independently and in connection to simulator sickness. Thus, the novelty and contribution of this paper is an assessment of the individual and joint influence of perception aiding factors (AR, stereoscopy) on QoE during a positioning task, in the context of remotely controlling industrial machinery through immersive AR-VR telepresence systems. The results of this study may be of general interest to all designers, engineers and researchers focusing on QoE, AR and mixed reality experiences, and telepresence systems, in particular using HMDs.
Related work

Quality of experience for virtual, augmented environments
In general, QoE is the degree of delight or annoyance of the user of an application or service. It results from the fulfilment of his or her expectations with respect to the utility and enjoyment of the application or service in the light of the user's personality and current state [13, 14] . The above Fig. 1 Photo of VR-headset based crane operation from inside a truck cabin-a case of augmented telepresence in an industrial application [10] definition of QoE, which is also pointed out by Möller and Raake in [15] , goes beyond the traditional QoE and Quality of Service (QoS) research and makes an overlap with the User Experience (UX) research tradition, by incorporating the experience and behaviour of users when being confronted with systems or services [16] [17] [18] .
Traditionally, in QoE research, the methods to gain insight into the delivered quality of a service and the users' experience of it have been done through controlled laboratory experiments, where the opinions of panels of users have been collected. The results are typically reported using Mean Opinion Score (MOS). These methods are very often referred to as subjective quality assessment methods and there are standardized ways of conducting them e.g. for visual quality, ITU-R Rec. BT.500-13 [19] or ITU-T Rec. P.910 [20] . These methods have been criticized for not providing enough ecological validity, i.e. that they insufficiently represented the real world situation [21] . Improvements in response to these claims have been done for example in ITU-T Rec. P.913 [22] . The investigations into 3-Dimensional (3D) video quality a few years ago, when the 3D-TV hype was the most intense, resulted in three ITU Recommendations [23] [24] [25] . It was discovered that if care was not taken, several user experience issues such as discomfort and visual fatigue may occur.
An attempt to build an experimental framework for QoE of AR was made by Puig et al. [26] , who advocated a combination of subjective assessment (e.g. questionnaires, subjective ratings) and objective measurements (e.g. task completion time, error rates). Reliance solely on subjective assessment, also known as explicit metrics, has been criticised by Kroupi et al. in [27] and Hoßfeld et al. in [28] , highlighting the importance of including objective (i.e. implicit) metrics in QoE assessment. Implicit metrics include measurements of participant-task interaction as suggested in [26] , as well as measurements of participant psychophysical state during the experiment, as discussed in [27] . The connection between psychophysical measurements and perceived QoE in VR has been brought up by Keighrey et al. in [29] . Recently, Concannon et al. [30] used psychophysical measurements together with opinion scores to investigate the effects of network delay on remote operation in virtual reality, and Barreda-Ángeles et al. [31] used implicit metrics to investigate the sense of immersion and realism in 360-degree video based VR. Surveys of the state of psychophysical measurements in QoE research are given by Engelke et al. in [32] , Barreda-Ángeles et al. in [33] , and Bosse et al. in [34] . A further review of current status of QoE research for immersive media involving AR, VR and HMDs is given in the VQEG eLetter (vol 3 issue 1), via summary articles [35] [36] [37] [38] .
QoE studies for VR environments often explicitly measure cyber-sickness or simulator sickness in addition to visual quality and task performance. Brunnström et al. [10, 39] investigated simulator sickness in VR systems replicating varied delays in a tele-operation context while assessing the effects of presentation delay from user input delay during a remote operation task, in a simulation of the use case shown in Fig. 1 . Schatz et al. [40] conducted a lab-based study to compare various rendering techniques for a VR training application. Tran et al. [41] assessed the QoE of 360-degree videos under different displays, video contents, and encoding qualities. Both studies highlight simulator sickness as part of the QoE factors, in addition to context-specific subjective metrics. A particular aspect in 360-degree video quality assessment is the QoE of streaming video. As Singla et al. point out in [42] , there is no complete standard for assessing streaming 360-degree video, and few studies that focus on streaming have included simulator sickness as part of the assessment. Standardization of streaming 360-degree video is in progress. Recently, Curcio et al. [43] have adapted ITU-T 2D and 3D video testing recommendations to 360-degree video in VR HMD, Tran et al. [44] have assessed and categorized QoE aspects that affect 360-degree video streaming, and Pérez and Escobar [45] have proposed an assessment-aiding tracking tool for an upcoming ITU-T Recommendation for 360-degree VR video, ITU-T Rec. P.360-VR [46] . A broad survey of the state of the art in 360-degree video aspects, including streaming and QoE, is given by Fan et al. in [47] .
Besides data compression and delivery, the display technology and scene presentation affects the user QoE. The effect of using VR and AR HMDs instead of regular displays was analysed in [48] . It was found that HMDs increase the cognitive load of a participant compared to conventional displays, particularly for headsets with narrow Field of View (FoV). In HMD-supported telepresence, as we demonstrated in [12] , the choice of viewing position in a telepresence system has a significant impact on operator tasks, when those tasks depend on the operators' position-estimation abilities. This occurs because different viewing positions place different demands on the operators to estimate positions and depths via stereoscopy or other depth cues. Effects of depth estimation tasks may be aggravated in HMD, since inaccurate stereoscopic depth estimation in HMD is another known, display technology dependent issue [49] [50] [51] .
Depth perception in virtual, augmented environments
Headsets and other stereo-enabled displays affect depth perception [49, 52] , as people tend to underestimate depths in VR and AR. A survey on positioning in mixed reality [53] listed the types of tasks used to analyze depth perception in VR and AR: depth estimate verbal reporting, eyebody coordination tests such as walking or remote object movement via joysticks, and object-depth interaction such as picking, placing, and throwing. The survey also noted the need for research on whether depth perception allows for better localization in real-world scenes shown through AR and VR headsets.
In a headset environment, Pointon et al. [49] showed that VR and AR headsets induce similar errors on estimated depths. Depth estimation in virtual environments was surveyed by Lin et al. [50] , finding that egocentric distance estimation is about 80% accurate in virtual environments, compared to 94% in the real world. This decrease of accuracy may adversely impact depth estimation and positioning tasks. Cutolo et al. [51] suggested that HMD optics may be the cause for spatial perception errors, and that camera convergence improves near-distance 3D object positioning [54] . However, these publications did not address the QoE of keystone artefacts from converged cameras, or the influence of camera FoV. Such factors would need to be analyzed before the converged-camera recommendation can be accepted as an improvement over the conventional parallel stereo camera setup, especially for full-system QoE with see-through rendering between the cameras and the HMD devices.
In a non-headset environment with volumetric and 2-Dimensional (2D) AR see-through displays, Lisle et al. [2] found that AR shown on volumetric 3D displays outperformed AR shown on 2D panels for estimating depths greater than 5 m, which also implies a potential benefit of 3D AR in headset-based environments for specific task performance. In mixed depth cue environments, Berning et al. [55] showed that monoscopic cues dominate over stereoscopic cues, however stereoscopy assists in challenging tasks. These findings extended the earlier work of Nagata [56] , which showed the impact of distance on real world depth cue dominance. Similarly, Diaz et al. [57] showed that in AR, monoscopic cues such as shadows significantly aid depth estimation. Rizek et al. [58] found a split result in a QoE study on stereoscopic 3D teleconferencing systems. By comparing a 2D and 3D system, it was shown that subjectively, participants preferred the QoE of the 2D system, whereas the objective performance in depth-based tasks was significantly better in the 3D system.
Improving perception or task performance with AR
Besides depth estimation, a number of works have focused on improving perception and task performance using AR cues, i.e. AR designs intended to convey supplementary information to the user. Albarelli et al. [59] have categorized AR cues as collaborative (see-through) and competitive (overlay), and assessed an AR guidance system. However, the study had only 10 participants, and the designed AR cues overlaid a large fraction of the display FoV. A different use of AR cues for guidance was shown by Bork et al. [60] to guide user attention to out-of-view objects. The AR design influenced the guidance effectiveness, and several types of flat, map-like, Heads-Up Display (HUD)-like and spherelike designs were tested. However, guidance towards objects already within the camera and display FoV was not explored.
The camera FoV and viewpoint effect on AR environment interactions was examined by Taira et al. [61] and Sun et al. [62] . The term viewpoint is hereby meant as the position from which the observer is viewing the scene. Both studies found that camera placement had a significant effect on the resulting user interaction, however both studies focused only on desktop-adjacent environments for person-to-person video communication via digital interfaces. A similar study was performed by Lager et al. [63] , comparing 2D and 3D views in desktop interfaces for remote piloting of unmanned boats. 3D views were advantageous for the remote control task, but it should be noted that this study did not include any telepresence or AR aspects besides the simulated interface viewpoint on a flat display.
Immersive AR for remote vehicle control was investigated by Vagvolgyi et al. [6] , by describing an AR system for satellite cutting and welding in space. AR was used to show a replica model of the satellite, augmented by real camera view projections, and AR guides for optimal cutting and welding paths. Experiments showed a significant improvement in task completion time and accuracy based on the AR system. However, this system did not include a stereo camera system, and did not assess operator QoE. Walker et al. [64] used a similar system to aid flying drone operators, with AR guides for drone flight path and rendering virtual replicas of drones along the flight path. They found a slight objective and subjective benefit from using AR guides, but no significant difference between various types of AR. It should also be pointed out that the study focused on the virtual replicas of drones instead of augmenting the flying drone's real-time positioning. A real-time AR system was presented in [65] , used to notify car drivers when to brake. Various AR real-world integrations were tested, showing the benefit of integrating AR into the world and leveraging monocular depth cues such as expected object size. However, the tests were not carried out in a headsetbased immersive environment.
AR design in see-through immersive environments was analyzed by Volmer et al. in [66] . A special button-laced dome was built and shown through a VR game, with blinking, colored, and pointer-extending AR cues designed to direct the user to pressing a specific button. The study found AR to be beneficial, and in particular that the cues should clearly indicate the next action without interference between current and next action markers. However, the AR was used only to guide the user to a target, not to help with target 3D positioning or remote object control. Kytö et al. [67] used AR in a similar system to help users to make depth judgements, by relying on the binocular disparity and relative size of the AR cues. This approach improved the depth judgements, even though the AR cues were fixed in space and did not track the user-manipulated objects. AR has been used to set a user-selected 3D position interactively in the real world by rendering guiding lines in AR, in the study by Lages et al. [68] . Nevertheless, that system was not connected to any remotely operated devices to manipulate the observed space or act upon the specified position.
Manipulation of the observed space via AR was analyzed in robot teleoperation studies by Brizzi and Peppoloni et al. in [69, 70] . A headset-based AR environment was used to give a first-person perspective of the robot arm actuation, with AR cues added for robot arm's motion vectors. In a pick-and-place task, the AR was found to be beneficial for task accuracy and QoE. However, these studies focused on humanoid robots and egocentric robot embodiment, mimicking the operator arm motions with the robot arm and providing a nearly top-down view perspective and minimal object depth variation. From a non-egocentric perspective, Uddin et al. [71] used AR for presenting additional position data for a Remote Controlled (RC) robot arm pick-and-place task. The AR was found to be useful, however the AR was used to render an additional view perspective instead of augmenting the primary real world view, and there was no stereoscopic headset to provide an immersive AR telepresence environment.
User study
Aiming to test the influence of two potentially competing factors-stereoscopic depth perception and AR cues-on positioning in a remote operation context, we designed a user study that tests these factors via a remote telepresence system with AR presented through a VR HMD. After training, participants performed a navigation-and-control task for all factor permutations, and reported their subjective experiences of using the system. The system was tracking the time and position of the remote-controlled object throughout the experiment.
System implementation
We used a VR headset that shows a live stereo-camera passthrough with AR overlays. This implementation choice was made because there is little difference between AR and VR headsets for 3D object manipulation in terms of task completion [72] , and VR headsets have a higher FoV, which reduces cognitive load compared to narrow FoV headsets [48] such as most contemporary AR HMDs. A point of difference between VR and AR headsets is the evident delay visible to the user. In a see-through AR HMD, there is bound to be a delay between the visible parts of the real world and the rendered AR, leading to perceivable registration errors and system latency, as discussed by Kruijff et al. in [73] . In contrast, VR headsets display an environment that is equally delayed from the real world in all sections of the display, thereby presenting a more coherent environment. However, the isolation from seeing the real world leads to tighter constraints on the display rendering latency in order to prevent nausea and simulator sickness. The experiment system was built on our multi-camera real-time streaming system [74] , and connected to a 2nd generation HTC Vive Pro HMD. This VR display was chosen because previous studies [75] [76] [77] showed a slight benefit to the HTC Vive's tracking and resolution compared to other headsets, and as a consumer product suited for immersive videogames, the HTC Vive Pro has acceptable levels of rendering delay.
Two pairs of synchronized Basler da-A1600-60uc cameras were used, with an 8 cm baseline in each pair. The cameras had 110-degree wide angle lenses, recording 1600by-1200 pixels at 24 Frames per Second (FPS), with a 9.2 ms exposure. The camera views were rectified and projected on an enclosing sphere in the HMD virtual environment. AR overlays were projected in front of the sphere surface, anchored to lines between target points in camera views and the HMD eye positions, as illustrated in Fig. 2 . This setup provided stereoscopic AR that reacts to omnidirectional 6-Degrees of Freedom (DoF) headset movement, as per DoF definitions in [78] . Since the camera positions were The augmentation for each eye is anchored in the 3D virtual space on a line connecting the virtual eye position to a texture point on the sphere surface. This texture point is selected based on the visual content and objects detected in the image texture, as presented to the viewer. The augmentation therefore has correct perceived stereoscopy, regardless of headset position changes or content disparity variations fixed, the scene rendering had 3 DoF. The importance of stereo-correct AR was showed by Sun et al. [79] , demonstrating that stereo cursors are subjectively preferable in augmented environments, and stereo-correct AR markers may thus assist with depth perception. The in-headset VR was rendered at ⩾ 90 FPS to avoid inducing delay-based nausea [39] in participants. The target points in camera views (such as the remote control crane tip) were detected via color separation and matching in HSV space. There exist more advanced color-based tracking methods such as [80] ; we chose the basic approach to reflect an AR context based on standard computer vision tools. Since target points for the AR markers were identified in camera frames prior to rendering the frames, the perceived position of the AR matched the rendered scene at all frames. Thus, the system enforced coherence between the rendered AR and the rendered camera views. Figure 3 shows the lab environment, with a RC Hulna 1507 1:14th-scale excavator, 6 targets of different heights placed approximately 70 cm apart from each other, and two observing camera pairs. The excavator was controlled via two joysticks and four buttons on the wireless remote shown next to the excavator in Fig. 3 . The joysticks controlled the excavator movement, and four buttons controlled the excavator crane with two buttons (open, close) per crane joint. The low camera pair was placed 10 cm above the floor, to give a side view of the scene. The high camera pair was placed 120 cm above the floor, to give a three-quarters overview of the scene. Both camera pairs were pointed at the center of the 220-by-300 cm test area.
Participants
A total of 27 participants were recruited from the local university student and staff population, more than the recommended minimum of 24 participants [81] . All participants were volunteers and gave their informed consent to the experiment protocol and data analysis. Prior to the test, each participant was asked to fill out a pre-questionnaire to report on their age, gender, vision, eyewear, and sensitivity to sea sickness and motion (car) sickness. The sensitivity query was stated as two separate questions, "Do you get seasick easily?" and "Do you get car-sick easily?", each with either "Yes" or "No" answer. None of the participants had previous experience in remote operation of industrial machinery. Ten participants mentioned past experience in having used or tried a HMD previously. The degree of past experience or time spent with HMDs was not reported. Four participants had participated in a different subjective study involving a HMD. None of the participants had been otherwise involved in the field of VR development or research.
The participants, 5 women and 22 men, were aged from 20 to 54, with a mean age of 30.63 years (std. deviation: 8.98). 18 participants wore glasses or contact-lenses. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision according to their self-reporting, and one participant had red-green color blindness. Due to time constraints, the participants did not undertake a vision test prior to the experiment. Two participants reported difficulties seeing 3D-one had corrective glasses, and the other was blind in the right eye. Both participants showed good ability to perform the task, and therefore their test data was included in the results. Five participants reported being easily car-sick and sea-sick, one participant reported being easily car-sick but not seasick, and three participants reported being easily sea-sick but not car-sick. All participants were allowed to cancel the test at any time for any reason; none chose to do so. One participant had to cancel the experiment after three attempts due to power outage, and one participant did not report their opinion on augmentation helpfulness. Their responses were excluded from analysis for the missing attempts and categories.
Experiment design
We wanted to see how stereoscopic depth perception and AR affect remote navigation and positioning. The task dependence on participant stereoscopic depth perception, hereafter called stereoscopy dependence factor, was varied by setting two viewing positions of the test environment-a high Overhead view, where participants are less reliant on depth perception, and a low Ground view, where depth perception via stereopsis is essential for performing the task. Stereo baseline of the cameras was the same in both view positions, thus the stereoscopy dependence factor described how much the users had to rely on stereopsis. This setup is similar to the 2D and 3D view comparison in [63] . We used third-person views i.e. the operated machinery is seen from outside, since first-person views i.e. views of the operated machinery from inside or ego-centric perspective have been covered in remote control teleoperation by [69, 70] . The AR factor was varied by three Augmentation designs-a target-specific marker (A1), a 2D grid-map (A2) and a 3D scaling cube Fig. 4 . Therefore, 6 test runs were specified, for all permutations of view and augmentation. As recommended by Puig et al. in [26] , we captured subjective and objective measurements for each test run by letting the participants fill out a subjective assessment form on paper. This form is further detailed in Sect. 3.4. The total test length was kept to approximately 30 min : 5 min for briefing, 5 min for HMD fitting and remote-control training, and six 2-min test runs with 1-2 min for subjective reporting after each run. As [82] showed, taking short breaks from VR headsets reduces visual fatigue, compared to continuous VR HMD use. The overall duration of the experiment was kept short to avoid fatiguing the participants, as suggested by Curcio in [36] .
In each test run, the participants were asked to navigate and accurately touch highlighted targets in the test area, using the remote control excavator's arm. This is a combination of the locomotion and pick-and-place tasks commonly used for depth estimation and positioning assessment [53, [69] [70] [71] 76] , adapted to the context of remotely controlling industrial machinery. The targets were highlighted in random order, and participants were scored on the number of targets reached. The order of the test runs was randomized. Only one target was highlighted at a time to avoid confusion, as suggested by Volmer et al. [66] .
Measures and analysis
For subjective assessment of participant QoE, participants were asked to rate their "ability to precisely reach the targets" (Task Accomplishment), "the difficulty of reaching the targets" (Task Difficulty), "the viewing position helpfulness in precisely reaching the targets" (Viewpoint Helpfulness), and "the augmentation helpfulness in precisely reaching the targets" (Augmentation Helpfulness).
The ratings were attained via 5-point Likert scales, shown in Fig. 5 . The scales were designed specifically for this investigation, focusing on answering the research questions of our study.
The first scale in Fig. 5 was not strictly labelled as a quality scale, but we judged the chosen labels to be more natural in relation to the question that the subjects were asked to rate. During analysis, the scales were treated as numerical interval scales [83] ranging from 1 to 5, and used to calculate the MOS for each of the four scales. Paired-sample T-tests with Bonferroni-correction [84] were used to check the significance of MOS differences. For each scale, two-way Repeated-measures ANOVA was used to assess the impact of the stereoscopy factor (viewpoint position) and AR design.
For task performance measurements, the excavator crane tip position ( [x c , y c , z c ] ), highlighted target position ( [x h , y h , z h ] ), and number of targets reached N reached were logged every 50 ms by the experiment system. The coordinates were resolved by the target point detection system described in Sect. 3.1. The Number of Targets Reached N reached per run was the first of four task performance metrics, the other three being Error to Target, Time to Target, and Time near Target. The Error to Target metric toTarget , shown in Eq. (1), was the distance between the top center of the target object and the bottom of the excavator crane tip, at the moment when participants indicated they had touched the target object.
Time to Target t h,p measured the time participants spent between targets, from the moment t p of touching a previous target p and the moment t h of touching the highlighted target h, normalized by the distance between h and p. Therefore, this metric described how efficient the participants' driven route was from target to target.
Similarly, Time near Target t near h measured the time participants spent with the crane tip in close proximity (within 20 cm) of the highlighted target. Whereas t h,p described the overall route efficiency, t near h described how long participants spent on fine-tuning the excavator crane's position leading up to the touch event. In Eq. (3), t prox is the moment when
As recommended by Brunnström et al. in [81] , the measurement distributions were checked for normality using Pearson Chi-square, Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Jarque-Bera tests. Bonferroni-corrected paired-sample T-tests were used to determine the significance of differences of each measurement. For multi-factor effects, Repeated-measures ANOVA test was used to examine the factor interactions. Once before starting the experiment and once after completing the training session and all test runs, participants also filled out the Simulator Sickness Questionnaire (SSQ), in order to complete the QoE assessment and check that experiment results aren't influenced by significant simulator sickness. In our experiment, the participants were shown a 16-symptom, 5-point SSQ that had been used in [12] , with 16 symptoms as defined by Kennedy et al. [85] . Of all participants, only 3 participants indicated a "Strong" response in a single symptom each, and no participants indicated any "Severe" response. During analysis, we merged (3) t near h = t h − t prox the "Strong" and "Severe" responses to a single response "severe", thereby mapping the responses presented to participants ("None, Slight, Moderate, Strong, Severe") to the responses defined in the Kennedy et al. SSQ ("None, Slight, Moderate, Severe"). In analysis, each symptom's response was converted to a number by "None"= 0 , "Slight"= 1 , "Moderate"= 2,"Severe"= 3 . The symptom values were aggregated into Nausea (N), Oculomotor (O), Disorientation (D) and Total Score (TS) groups, using the formula and weights defined in [85] . Each group was analyzed for differences between pre-and post-experiment scores via paired sample T-tests.
Results
SSQ results
The SSQ was analyzed according to procedure described in Sect. 3.4. Figure 6 shows the pre-experiment and postexperiment symptom scores in Nausea (N), Oculomotor (O), Disorientation (D) and Total Score (TS) groups. Paired sample T-tests showed that each of the 4 groups has a significant difference before and after the test (N: p = 0.01 , O: p < 0.01 , D: p = 0.03 , TS: p < 0.01 ) at the = 0.05 level. A Repeated-measures ANOVA on each of the groups showed no significant interactions between time (pre or post) and participant age, gender, or use of eyeglasses. As shown in Fig. 6 , one participant experienced relatively large increase in simulator sickness symptoms during the test ( +38.16 Nausea, +75.8 Oculomotor, +194.88 Disorientation, +104.72 Total Score), some participants experienced minor increase in simulator sickness, and some participants experienced no change or minor decrease in simulator sickness. Of 27 participants, five showed no change at all in any symptom group, 13 showed an increase in all or some symptom groups, four showed decrease in all or some symptom groups, and five showed a mixed response (minor increase in some, minor decrease in other symptom groups). There were no statistically significant correlations between the participant responses and test sequence orders.
Subjective participant opinion
The histograms of participant responses in Fig. 7 indicates that, on the whole, participants used the full range of the response scales. Pearson Chi-square and Jarque-Bera tests confirmed the response normality. The participant MOS with 95% confidence intervals are shown in Fig. 8 . Repeated-measures ANOVA showed that the stereoscopy dependence factor (overhead and ground viewpoint position) was significant for the Task Difficulty scale ( F 1,25 = 30.6 , p = 9.3 * 10 −6 ), Task Accomplishment ( F 1,25 = 20.3 , p = 1.3 * 10 −4 ), Viewpoint Helpfulness ( F 1,25 = 56.4 , p = 7.3 * 10 −8 ), and Augmentation Helpfulness scale ( F 1,24 = 7.1 , p = 0.013 ). The AR design factor (A1, A2, A3) was significant only in the Augmentation Helpfulness response scale ( F 2,48 = 4.0 , p = 0.023 ). The interaction of AR design and stereoscopy dependence factor was significant only in the Task Difficulty scale ( F 2,50 = 4.7 , p = 0.013).
Based on T-tests for each scale and AR design, we found significant ( = 0.05 ) differences between overhead and ground viewpoint MOS in Task Difficulty (A1: p = 3.5 * 10 −5 , A3: p = 2.5 * 10 −4 ), Task Accomplishment (A1: p = 0.001 , A3: p = 0.017 ), Augmentation Helpfulness (A1: p = 0.006 ) and Viewpoint Helpfulness (A1: p = 3.6 * 10 −6 , A2: p = 2.9 * 10 −7 , A3: p = 11.6 * 10 −7 ) scales. In T-tests for each scale and viewpoint, there were only two significant differences between AR designs. In Task Difficulty, overhead view, there was a significant difference between A1 and A2 ( p = 0.012 , at Bonferroni-corrected = 0.017 ). In Augmentation Helpfulness, ground view, again A1 and A2 were significantly different ( p = 0.010).
Task performance measurements
The four objective metrics, described in Sect. 3.4, were analysed with Repeated-measures ANOVA and Bonferronicorrected T-tests to determine the effect of stereoscopy and AR design factors. The position of the excavator tip was continuously tracked in camera image coordinates, from which disparity and real-world 3D position were estimated. Figure 9 shows that the disparity ranged from ≈ 20 to ≈ 45 pixels for overhead view, and from ≈ 30 to ≈ 70 pixels for ground view, where nearer targets corresponded to higher disparity. However, there was some disparity fluctuation, which together with camera calibration inaccuracies led to target-specific offsets in the estimated 3D positions, compared to the expected target positions. Each camera position had a separate stereo camera calibration, coordinate system, and fixed target positions. Figure 10 shows the measured error from excavator tip to target for each of the targets, for all participants. To reduce the impact of target-specific depth estimation errors on the analysis, only the three targets with smallest error of each view were considered for the Error to Target toTarget analysis throughout this section. The other three metrics N reached , t h,p , t near h were not dependent on depth estimation accuracy, and were analysed for all targets. 2-Way repeated-measures ANOVA showed that the stereoscopy dependence factor (i.e. viewpoint factor) was a significant predictor for all four metrics: number of targets reached ( F 1,25 = 65.7 , p = 1.8 * 10 −8 ), error to target ( F 1,18 = 8.6 , p = 0.009 ), time to reach target ( F 1,23 = 70.4 , p = 1.9 * 10 −8 ), and time spent near target ( F 1,25 = 83.6 , p = 1.9 * 10 −9 ). Figures 11 and 12 show the corresponding measurements. Two of the ANOVA tests had reduced degrees of freedom because some participants' targets could not be tracked due to the excavator body occluding the crane tip; participants with the missing runs were excluded from the ANOVA. The AR design factor was not significant on any of the metrics. The T-tests confirmed that there were significant differences between overhead and ground views in number of targets reached (A1: p = 5.9 * 10 −6 , A2: p = 6.0 * 10 −5 , A3: p = 2.1 * 10 −4 ), time to target (A1: p = 1.4 * 10 −3 , A2: p = 9.1 * 10 −6 , A3: p = 3.3 * 10 −5 ), and time near target (A1: p = 8.8 * 10 −5 , A2: p = 1.7 * 10 −4 , A3: p = 1.4 * 10 −4 ) measurements. However, the T-tests did not find a significant difference between viewpoints in the error to target measurements. There were also no significant differences found between AR designs.
During the tests, we noticed that some participants had greater ability to learn the remote-controlled excavator controls than other participants, in a shorter time. Since participant training speed was not recorded, we instead decided to categorize participants into three groups based on their individual performance during the experiment, measured as each participant's mean number of targets per run. This performance was used as an approximate indicator of participant skill in both operating the remote-controlled excavator Fig. 12 Left: mean and 95% confidence interval for time to reach a new target, normalized by distance between targets. Right: mean and 95% confidence interval for time spent near a target (within 20 cm). A1, A2, A3 are AR designs, 'o' and 'g' denote overhead and ground viewing position and accomplishing the experiment task. A k-means clustering algorithm [86, 87] was used to identify three participant groups with no overlap and consistent participant grouping across repeated initializations of the clustering algorithm. Here we denote these groups as the Low skill (<4 targets), Medium skill (4-6 targets), and High skill (>6 targets) participant groups, shown in Fig. 13 . One out of 6 participants in the low-skill group, 5 out of 14 participants in the medium-skill group, and 4 out of 7 participants in the high-skill group had used a VR headset before the experiment. The participant with red-green colour blindness was in the medium-skill group. The participant with a blind eye was in the low-skill group. The participant that reported difficulties seeing 3D without corrective glasses was in the medium-skill group. A repeated-measures ANOVA on participant skill showed significance in the viewpoint factor ( F 1,25 = 24.1 , p = 4.8 * 10 −5 ) and, to a lesser extent, in the AR design factor ( F 2,50 = 3.5 , p = 0.0375).
From the above ANOVA tests, the AR design factor had sporadic effect on participant skill, Task Difficulty, and Augmentation Helpfulness. We used these three measures for participant grouping, to investigate group responses to AR designs. The participant skill groups are shown in Fig. 13 . The Task Difficulty and Augmentation Helpfulness groups were categorized into Positive (MOS ⩾ 4 ), Ambivalent (MOS between 2 and 4), and Negative (MOS ⩽ 2 ) opinion groups. Bonferroni-corrected T-tests between AR designs within each group showed a significant difference at the 95% confidence level between AR designs A1 and A3 in the time taken to reach target, when grouping by participant skill. For low-skill participants, there was a significant difference ( p = 0.013 , = 0.0167 ) between A1 and A3 from overhead view. For medium-skilled participants, there was a significant difference ( p = 0.010 , = 0.0167 ) between A1 and A3 from ground view. For high-skilled participants, again there was a significant difference ( p = 0.010 , = 0.0167 ) between A1 and A3 from overhead view. In all these cases, A3 increased the mean time taken to reach the next target, compared to A1. Figure 14 shows the time to reach targets for each of the three participant skill groups. The other group categories did not show any significant differences between AR designs.
Discussion
Although this study did not test a commercial augmented telepresence system in a truck, the influence of stereoscopic depth perception dependence and different assisting AR designs on remote positioning was assessed from a QoE perspective. Therefore, the experiment results covered the participant opinions, task performance measurements, and simulator sickness factors.
We did find a significant increase in SSQ symptoms in all four simulator sickness dimensions (nausea, oculomotor, disorientation, total score) from the test. On average, the largest impact was on participant disorientation when considering the group weighting proposed by Kennedy et al. [85] . However, the observed values were a small fraction of the actual ranges (at most, a change from 15.5 to 34.0 in the range of 0-292.3 for mean disorientation, an increase of 6.32% of the disorientation range), predominantly corresponding to None or Slight symptoms. Only one participant reported "Moderate" or higher in several symptoms in the post-test SSQ, and even then the effect was not strong enough to cause the participant to cancel the experiment despite the rise in their simulator sickness score. Curiously, several participants verbally remarked on a decrease in symptom severity after the test. However, in reported measurements the decreases corresponded to a change from Slight to None for a minority of symptoms, and did not indicate any particular trends with regard to specific symptoms or experiment sequences. Based on this, it is possible that these symptom decreases were psychosomatic, possibly connected to the difference in context and environment within the experiment area (isolated, calm, with clear tasks and goals) and outside (typical everyday work or learning facilities), or influenced by other unknown factors specific to the participants. Overall, the low magnitude of the simulator sickness factors for most participants indicates that the subjective and objective measurements in the study are based on the tested viewing positions and AR designs, not overwhelmed by effects of simulator sickness. According to the subjective participant opinions, both the viewing position and the AR design had a noticeable effect on the experiment task. All four opinion scales showed that the QoE dropped by approximately 1-2 units when participants had to rely on stereoscopic depth perception (due to ground view) for performing the positioning task. However, AR assistance via the A3 (cube) and especially A2 (grid) designs reduced the difference between ground and overhead viewing positions, according to task difficulty and task accomplishment MOS. This suggests that depth-assisting AR can mitigate the negative influence of the stereoscopy dependence, and compensate for viewing positions that emphasize depth perception in telepresence systems.
By itself, the AR factor variance only affected the Task Difficulty, and only via a joint effect with the stereoscopy dependence factor. Nevertheless, participants generally rated the two active-assistance AR designs' helpfulness as "Fair" to "Good", implying at least some perceived benefit towards the overall QoE. Three participants mentioned that they used the shadows cast by the excavator crane, instead of relying on the AR guides. In related studies, Berning et al. [55] determined that monoscopic cues dominate over stereoscopic depth cues in depth perception, and Diaz et al. [57] specifically showed the importance of shadow cues for position estimation. This aspect may also explain why the influence of changing viewing position, which changes the visibility of monocular positioning cues, was much greater than the influence of using different AR designs.
The task performance measurements also showed that the viewing position had a significant, substantial impact on the participants' effectiveness in completing the task. When participants had to rely on stereoscopic depth perception, even with AR assistance, the participants reached fewer targets on average, spent significantly more time getting to the targets and took longer to do fine adjustments in target proximity. This verifies the implications of previous studies [49] [50] [51] on depth perception inaccuracies in HMD VR. Although adaptation and learning over time is possible, results suggest that operators would perform better in telepresence systems that do not place stereoscopic depth perception as a necessity for task completion. Contrary to the results from the subjective evaluation, the depth-assisting AR did not reduce the performance-based measurement gap between ground and overhead views as effectively, compared to the influence on the subjective measurements.
The AR design variance showed no significant effects in most of the metrics directly related to fine motor control. However, based on participant feedback and the tracking disparity oscillation shown in Fig. 9 , it was evident that the remote vehicle controls and the optical tracking and depth estimation would have to be more precise, in order to increase participant confidence in the AR and prevent them from using monoscopic cues instead. When grouped by skill, participants showed a distinction between the A1 and A3 AR designs for time taken to reach the targets. A3 increased the time taken to reach a target, compared to 'noar' A1, which implies a less efficient pathing or routing from target to target. This might have been because A3 presented the directions to target as X, Y, Z component vectors instead of a single direction or spatial positions. One of the participants had remarked that it was hard to relate the X, Y, Z distance vectors to joystick controls on the vehicle's remote control. Even in this case, the impact of the stereoscopy dependence factor (i.e. viewpoint) was still dominant; the AR design comparison results motivate the need to use AR that provides directly useful information (such as the A2 grid design, which gives relative positions). With the potentially increased cognitive load from using VR HMD [48] , complicated AR guides such as A3 can be detrimental to task performance in some capacity.
Overall, our results imply that a significant loss in subjective rating and positioning task performance can be seen when forcing users to perform stereoscopic depth estimation by themselves in HMD-based telepresence or teleoperation systems. While certain types of AR can be used to mitigate this loss, and users at least experience that they benefit from AR, the choice of camera placement and the resulting task dependence on stereoscopic depth perception is more impactful for the overall QoE. Considering the contrast between neutral-to-positive subjective ratings of AR and the neutral-to-detrimental effects of certain AR designs on task metrics, an interesting problem arises in context of QoE-should more importance be placed on the subjective user opinion, or the task performance aspects? This may be an open issue especially for the QoE of long-term use of immersive telepresence, when effects such as cognitive load, adaptation, simulator sickness and task learning become prevalent.
Study limitations
Concerning limitations of the study, we did not include a baseline test mode without any AR or HMD. A no-headset, no-AR baseline would have introduced unaccounted variables into the experiment design, such as resolution mismatch between the display and the world, as well as mismatch between viewing positions and participant poses. Without a minimal AR such as the marker in A1 design, there would have been no consistent way to indicate the next target object in the baseline run, compared to the other runs. For similar reasons, related studies such as [60] had also chosen to omit a baseline mode.
Because of the selected components, the system inherently had a mixed-framerate baseline: the cameras recorded the scene at 24 FPS, whereas the virtual environment and all aspects of rendering and augmentation were performed at ≥ 90 FPS. In principle, such a discrepancy might affect participant QoE and simulator sickness. However, in this experiment, the effects of such framerate discrepancy would not be as evident to a test participant due to several factorsguaranteed alignment between AR and scene state, the static camera viewpoint of a mostly static scene, relatively slow movement of the remote controlled excavator, and no other physical feedback from the scene to the participant beyond the camera views. Due to these factors, the scene content did not change rapidly enough for the camera framerate to become problematic (no evident motion blur or multiplepixel "jumping" of the moving excavator). It is possible that some participants could have been perceptive enough to notice the framerate difference regardless, despite the mitigating factors and absence of any such reports from the participants, however a dedicated investigation of this aspect was outside the scope of our study and technical setup.
The participants were given time to practice operating the excavator and using the system without any AR, but they were not given instructions on how to use the AR overlays, except for the next-target highlight marker, which was constant in all test runs. We withheld this information to avoid inducing our own bias, and to allow participants to decide whether and to what extent each AR design should be used. This, however, might have made participants more willing to decide to ignore the AR information, compared to e.g. a forced attention requirement.
Within the post-test questionnaires, we specified only one subjective rating per each measure of the QoE, for a total of four ratings. In general, having multiple subjective ratings per each measure with a summary rating would provide more robustness and enable self-consistency checking during analysis. We decided to reduce the ratings to one per each QoE measure to avoid causing boredom or frustration in participants, and taking too much of their time. We felt this was a legitimate risk due to already asking the participants to fill out participation forms, pre-and postexperiment SSQ, and six repeated subjective assessment forms, one per each test run. Other ways of administering these forms, e.g. by virtual questionnaire within the HMD as suggested by Regal et al. in [88] , might be viable for maintaining participant engagement during the experiment.
Lastly, there were no elevated occluders placed in front of the overhead views, because we did not want to introduce environmental occlusion as a variable linked to viewing position, and we did not seek to replicate a particular environment with specific occluder distributions. For a completely application-related experiment, such as replicating a forested area with branches and leaves, occluders would have to be included in the experiment design.
Future studies within the real environments, using industrial machinery and pole-or drone-mounted cameras, are necessary to examine how environment factors such as occlusions, camera sway, increased background complexity, and communication delays affect the operator QoE. Likewise, a study on the effects of extended use of such systems may be necessary, to examine the interplay of AR, stereoscopy, cognitive load, and simulator sickness in long-duration sessions. Under extended use or more rapid in-scene movement, a discrepancy between camera recording and virtual rendering framerates may also impact operator QoE and contribute to simulator sickness. A dedicated investigation of the impact of such a discrepancy would be beneficial to inform the design of applied AT systems.
Conclusion
In this work, we investigated how different AR and viewing positions affect the QoE in immersive telepresence systems, by means of a 27-participant experimental study. A remote controlled excavator was used for a positioning and navigation task, while viewing and controlling the excavator through an immersive telepresence system. We studied the effects of two different kinds of position-assisting AR (2D grid and 3D scaling object) and two different viewing positions, one of which forced participants to rely heavily on stereoscopic depth perception for positioning, the other transforming depth to a 2D projection in a perspective stereoscopic view.
In our experiments, the participant QoE and positioning task performance was significantly reduced by the viewing position that forced participants to rely on stereoscopic depth perception. Position-assisting AR was able to mitigate this negative effect for task performance metrics in the case of the 2D grid AR. However, AR that was difficult for participants to correlate to excavator controls (3D scaling cube) proved ineffective and reduced the participant navigation (routing) efficiency. Based on subjective ratings, both of the depth-assisting AR designs were rated neutral-to-positive, suggesting a beneficial perceived effect on participants' QoE.
Between viewing position and AR, the viewing position had a more pronounced effect on subjective ratings and all task performance metrics. From this, we conclude that viewing positions in telepresence systems significantly affect user QoE, and best positions should reduce user reliance on stereoscopic depth perception for task completion. AR can be used to partly compensate the impact of bad viewing positions, however the extent of such compensation is subject to AR design, complexity, and implementation specifics. These findings are directly applicable to the design and implementation of augmented telepresence systems intended for industrial machinery control systems. Moreover, the interaction between the AR and stereoscopy factors may be of general interest to all designers of headset-based mixed reality experiences.
